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Abstract- -Kronecker products of matrices arise in a wide variety of applications and have been 
exploited in numerous algorithms to significantly reduce operation counts. In the present paper, 
simple (left and right) Kronecker polynomials are defined and a method is presented for calculating 
their spectral decomposition. The procedure is illustrated on block tridiagonal matrices and on block 
matrices with circulant blocks. Double Kronecker polynomials are defined as well and their spectral 
properties are given. The results can be applied for solving the discrete Poisson equation in two- and 
three-dimensional cases. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The well-known definition of the Kronecker product of two matrices and their multiplication rule 
enables us to give a simple proof for the spectral decomposition of the Kronecker product. For 
the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case when both factors of the Kronecker product 
are Hermitian matrices (their eigenvectors form a unitary vector system). In Section 2 it will 
be shown that the eigenvalues of the Kronecker product are the products of the eigenvalues of 
its factors and their eigenvectors are the Kronecker products of the eigenvectors of the factors. 
As a generalization of this simple theorem, in Section 3 the definition of the simple right and 
left Kronecker polynomials will be given and it will be shown that their spectral decomposition 
can be obtained by applying similar methods as in the case of the Kronecker product. It will 
be pointed out that the spectral decomposition of the simple left Kronecker polynomial leads 
to similar results obtained by Egerv£ry, when he considered block matrices whose blocks are 
commutable in pairs [1]. The procedure will be illustrated on block tridiagonal matrices and 
on block matrices with circulant blocks. In Section 4 the double Kronecker polynomial will be 
defined and the well-known results on their spectral decomposition will be derived. These results 
can be applied for solving the discrete Poisson equation for rectangular domains in two and three 
dimensions. 
2. SPECTRAL  DECOMPOSIT ION 
OF THE KRONECKER PRODUCT 
The Kronecker product of the matrices A and B is defined as a block matrix (see e.g., [2]) 
A ® B = [AboJ .  (1) 
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From this definition it is easy to show that the following multiplication rule holds: 
(A ® B)(C ® D) = AC ®BD.  (2) 
Let us consider the case when A and B are Hermitian matrices of order m and n, respectively, 
and their spectral decompositions are 
m 
A = U(ak)U H = E akukuH' 
k=l  
n 
/=1 
(3) 
(4) 
where ak and bl are the eigenvalues of A and B, further uk and vt are their eigenvectors (the 
superscript H denotes the conjugate transpose). Substituting (3) and (4) into (1) and making 
use of the multiplication rule, we get 
A ® B = U(ak)U H ® V(bl)V H = (U ® V)((ak) ® (bt)) (U H ® vH) ,  
r(ak)bx 
"'" (ak)bn] 
UHVl l  . . .  UHvn l  
UHVln  . . . VHVnn 
(5) 
which is in matrix form 
FUv l l  . . .  
UVnl ...  Uvn~ j 
From the relation (5) we see that the eigenvalues of the Kronecker product are akbl and the 
corresponding eigenvectors are the Kronecker products uk ®vl. Thus, the spectral decomposition 
of the Kronecker product A ® B can be written in the form 
m 
A ® B = E(Uk  ® vt)akbz(uk ® vz) H. 
l= l  k----1 
EXAMPLE 1. Let us introduce the notation for the simple tridiagonM matrix of order m 
1 
0 1 
", ]. 
1 O. 
(6) 
Km 
"0 1 
1 0 
1 
and let us find the spectral decomposition of the Kronecker product 
gm 
' ' .  gm 
Km 0 
(7) 
Km® Kn = (8) 
0 Km 
Km 0 Kra 
Km 0 
It is well known that the eigenvalues ofKm and Kn are the zeros of the Chebyshev polynomials 
of the second kind 
kTr 17r 
- -m + 1'  = ' " 
ak = 2 cos (k 1, . . . ,  m), bt = 2 cos ~ (l = 1 . . ,  n), (9) 
n+l  
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and the elements of the corresponding eigenvectors uk and vl are 
pkTr 
unk = Vm---~l sin m+l '  
n~ ibr vii = sin ----~, 
n+ 
(p,k = 1 .. . .  ,m), 
( i ,z  = 1 . . . . .  n) .  
(10) 
According to (6), the spectral decomposition f the given Kronecker product is 
n m klr lv 
Km@ Kn = E E 4cos m + 1 cos ~--~(uk @ v,)(uk @ v,) H. (11 /
/=1 k=l  
Making use of this formula, it is possible to give any element of certain functions of (11) in the 
form of a double sum 
n m 4 ( kTr br ) 
{f(Km®Kn)}~] =EE(m+l)(n+l) f l=lk=l  4cos m+~C°S n+l  .... 
x sin pk~r qkTr illr . jbr 
m+ 1 Sinm+ 1 sin n - -~ sm n~l '  
(12) 
where (~) refers to an arbitrary element in the block with indices ij. 
REMARK 1. It is easy to show that an appropriate permutation ofthe rows and the corresponding 
columns--in other words, an orthogonal transformation performed by an appropriate permutation 
matrix P--interchanges the factors of the Kronecker product 
p-r (A ® B)P = B ® A. (13) 
3. SIMPLE KRONECKER POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we consider polynomials in which the powers of the first or the second factor of 
a Kronecker product occur. 
DEFINITION 2. The polynomials 
?- 
p(R) = E A~ ® B ~ 
v:=0 
and p(L) = ~ A ~ ® B~, (14) 
~=0 
are called simple Kronecker polynomials. The first one is a polynomial of the second factor. 
Therefore, it is called a simple right Kronecker polynomial, while the second one, being a poly- 
nomial of the first factor, will be called a simple left Kronecker polynomial. 
THEOREM 3. 
in (4) 
Let B be a Hermitian matrix of order n, with the spectral decomposition given 
1=1 
and let A~ (u = O, 1,.. . ,  r) be Hermitian matrices of order m. If the spectra/decomposition of 
the Hermitian matr/x )"~,=o biAs, is given as 
m 
Zbr  A," -- Z ' , ' k  (t = 1, .. .  (15) 
v-~O k=l  
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then the spectral decomposition f the simple right Kronecker polynomial is the following: 
Av ® B v= ~ ~-~ #(t)(u(0 ®v 0 (u(k0 ®vt) H" 
~,=0 /=1 k=l  
(16) 
PROOF. From (4) we get 
frt  
B~ = Z b~v~vH" 
/=1 
Substituting (17) into (14), the polynomial can be written in the form 
(17) 
p(R) = E A~, @ B ~ = A~, ® E b~'vlvH" 
v=O v=O /=1 
Interchanging the order of summation and substituting (15) we get 
ptR) = b~Av ® vtv H = 2~v-" #k(O uk(0 u(0Hk ® vt vH" 
1----1 v----O /=1 k----1 
(18) 
Making use of the multiplication rule (2), finally (16) is obtained. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let us find the spectral decomposition f the block tridiagonal matrix 
"A0 A1 
A1 A0 A1 
AI A0 A1 
"'. A1 
AI Ao 
= A0 ® I. + A1 ® K,~, (19) 
where Kn is shown in (7) and its eigenvalues and eigenvectors are given in (9) and (10). 
Since 
r 17r 
b~'Av = Ao + A12cos n + 1' 
v~0 
substituting (20) into (18), we get 
(20) 
1----1 
If the spectral decomposition f A0 + A12coslr/(n + 1) is as follows: 
l?r rn 
A0 + A12 cos nT  1 = Z ~k(0 Uk(0 Uk(0H, (21) 
k----1 
then the spectral decomposition of (19) can be written in the form (16). 
The next theorem gives the spectral decomposition of a simple left Kronecker polynomial which 
can be proved in a similar way. 
THEOREM 5. Let A be Hermitian matrix of order m, with the spectral decomposition given 
in (3) 
m 
A ~ E akUkU~ 
k----1 
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and let B~, (~ = O, 1,.. . ,  s) be Hermitian matrices of order n. /f the spectral decomposition of
the Hermitian matr/x ~=0 a~B, is given as 
8 
/~=0 l--1 
then the spectral decomposition of the simple left Kronecker polynomial is 
8 m ?2 
~=0 k=l l=l 
8 REMARK 2. If the matrices B and ~-~=0 b~A~ in Theorem 3 (or the matrices A and ~-~=0 a~B~ 
in Theorem 5) are not Hermitian but diagonalizable matrices, then the theorems still hold with 
the only difference that the spectral decomposition f the matrices will contain both the right and 
left eigenvectors. The case when the matrix ~-~=0 a~B~ in a simple left Kronecker polynomial 
is not diagonalizable, was treated in [3]. 
REMARK 3. Based on Remark 2 a close relationship can be noticed between the simple right 
and left Kronecker polynomials: one can be transformed into the other by an orthogonal trans- 
formation, i.e., by an appropriate permutation of rows and columns. It is interesting, however, 
to make a distinction between them because the simple left Kronecker polynomial turns out to 
be equivalent to the important case when the blocks are polynomials of a given matrix. This 
case can also be regarded as a block matrix with blocks commutable in pairs (see [1]). The next 
example is illustrating this case. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let us consider a block matrix with circulant blocks and let us find its spectral 
decomposition. 
It is known that any circulant matrix of order m can be expressed as a polynomial of degree 
less than or equal to m - 1 of the primitive circulant matrix n of order m 
n = 
0 1 
0 1 
" .  " , .  
0 1 
1 0 
(24) 
Thus, the block matrix with circulant blocks is given by 
having the remarkable property that the blocks are always commutable. Introducing the notation 
C~ 
the block matrix (25) can be written in the form of a simple left Kronecker polynomial 
m-1 
~)----0 
It is known that the spectral decomposition f n is 
m-1 
k----O 
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where 
and 
Wk = e ((2kTr)/m)i, k = O, 1 , . . . ,  m - 1, (29) 
1 j 
ujk = "- '~w k, j, k = 0, 1,... ,  m - 1. (30) 
~m-1 .v,~ is diagonalizable, and its spectral decomposition is given Assuming that the matrix "v=0 WkWV 
as  
m-1  n 
E o)~Cu ---- Z ' (k)  (k) (k)H 
A s V l W 1 , (31) 
v=O /=1 
the spectral decomposition of (27) can be written in the following form: 
m--1  m-1  n 
v=O k=O l= l  
REMARK 4. Block matrices with circulant blocks have a wide variety of applications in the- 
oretical physics and in engineering as well. For example, certain discrete structures with axial 
symmetry lead to systems characterized by block matrices with circulant blocks. Two- and three- 
dimensional problems for unbounded omains often can be approximated by a finite model with 
periodic boundary conditions and then taking the limit. This idea can be applied in crystal 
dynamics (see [4]) and in certain problems of structural engineering as well (see [5]). 
4. DOUBLE KRONECKER POLYNOMIALS  
In the following we consider polynomials where the powers of both factors of a Kronecker 
product occur. 
DEFINITION 7. The polynomial 
8 r 
P(A, B)= E E c~A~ ®B~' (33) 
v=0 p=0 
is called a double Kronecker polynomial. 
Assuming that A and B are Hermitian matrices and making use of the notations ofSection 2, 
the spectra] decomposition of (33) can be written in the form 
cl'~A~' ® B~ -- ~ E c~'va~br (Uk ® vl)(Uk ® Vl) H. (34) 
v----O p.=O k=l /=1 \v---O/~----0 / 
It should be noted that the eigenvalues of (33) have been found by St~phanos already [6] and the 
eigenvectors by Egerv~ry [1] as a special case for block matrices with commutable blocks. 
In the following we would like to point out some applications of this result. First of all, it 
should be mentioned that the spectral decomposition (34) enables us to give an explicit formula 
for calculating the elements of a function of double Kronecker polynomials. If g(z) is analytic 
in the circle ]z[ < R and the eigenvalues of the double Kronecker polynomial are in the circle of 
convergence, then the element with indices pq of the block with indices i j  of the function g of 
the double Kronecker polynomial can be obtained from the following formula: 
)} g c~,vA ~' @ B v = g c~,a~b upk~aUqk~jz. (35) 
\u=O/~=0 pq,ij k----1 l= l  \u=O p.=O / 
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An important application of double Kronecker polynomials i the solution of the discrete Pois- 
son equation for a rectangular domain. 
The Poisson equation 
Aw = - f ( z ,  y), 
for the rectangular domain 0 < x < a, 0 < y < b with the boundary conditions 
~(0,  u) = ~(x ,  0) = ~(a ,  y) = ~(x ,  b) = 0, 
can be discretized in the following way. Let us assume that a = (m + 1)h and b = (n + 1)h and 
let us introduce the notations f(ph, ih) = fpi and w(ph, ih) = wpi. Introducing the symbol o for 
the partial difference scheme 
OWpi ---- lOp~-l,i "~- Wp--l,i ~- Wp,i+l -~ Wp,i--1 ~ 4Wpi, 
i.e., for the scheme, 
1 
1 -4  1 
1 
it is easy to verify that the difference quation leads to the system of linear algebraic equations 
Mow = h2f, (36) 
where 
with 
Mo = Am ® In +Im @ An, (37) 
2 -1  
-1  2 
-1  
-1  
2 
Am = = 2L .  - Kin. (3s) 
2 -1  
-1  2 
Since Mo is a double Kronecker polynomial of Km and Kn, making use of their spectral decom- 
position (see (9) and (10)), the solution of the system can be written in explicit form (see [7]) 
w = h2M~-lf. 
The spectral decomposition of M~ -1 is 
(39) 
where A (m) and A~ n) are the eigenvalues and u (m) and u~ n) are the eigenvectors of Am and An,  
respectively. The solution of (36) is obtained as 
,~lLl mq-1 Sl n-I-1 
~ = (m + 1)(n + 1) ~ sin s k .  " qffil j=l k=l t=l ~ + sins 2 -~ fqJ" 
(41) 
m n n) , (40)  
k-----1 1~1 
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In the case of the nine-point approximation (see [7]) the following difference scheme is to be 
applied in order to get a higher accuracy for the approximation: 
1 4 1 
1 
4 -20 4 
1 4 1 
The coefficient matrix of the corresponding system of equations i the double Kronecker polyno- 
mial 
1 
M = Am ®In +Ira ®An - ~Am ®An, 
and the order of accuracy is O(hS). The eigenvalues of M are A(k m) + A~n) _ (1/6)A k(m)Al(n) and 
the eigenvectors are ul  m) ® u[ n). The elements {i-X}pq,ij of the inverse can be written as 
m n 'n pk~ sin ~ sin il~ 3"l~ 1 y- ,  y- ,  SI m+ 1 h-~ sin n+l 
t~r -- (2/3) sin 2 2 - -~ sin2 F(-ff'TU (m+l ) (n+l )  = = sin 2~+s in  2 ~  t,r 
This formula shows that the only difference compared with the previous result is an additive 
term in the denominator, and this term will not increase the amount of the operations needed 
for getting the solution of the system. 
The solution of the discrete Poisson equation in the three-dimensional c se for a rectangular 
domain leads to the generalization of the above results (see [8]). Let us consider the Poisson 
equation 
Aw = - f (x ,  y, z), 
for the rectangular domain 0 < x < al, 0 _< y _< a2, 0 < z < a3 with the boundary conditions 
w(x, v, 0) = w(x, 0, z) = ~(0, v, z) = 0, 
w(x, y, as) = w(x,  as, z) = w(a l ,  y, z) = O. 
The differential equation can be discretized in the following way. Let us assume that 
al = (nl + 1)h, a2 = (n2 + 1)h, a3 = (n3 + 1)h. Introducing the notations 
f(plh, p2h, p3h) = .fpxp2pa, w(plh,p2h, p3h) = wp~p3, 
and the octahedron operator (Figure 1) 
O~ptp~pa = Wpl + l,p2,p, + Wpt -- l,p2,pa + Wpl ,p2+ l,pa + Wpl ,p2-1,p a
+ Wpl,pa,pa+l + Wpx,p2,p3-1 -- 6Wplp2pa 
the discrete Poisson equation leads to the following linear system of algebraic equations: 
where 
Mow = h2f, 
Mo = Ant ® In2 ® Ins + In1 ® An2 ® Ins + In1 ® In~ ® Ans, 
and the order of accuracy is O(h2). The eigenvaiues of this triple Kronecker polynomial are 
A(n~)k~ l "'k2x(n2) + A("3)ks , (kl = 1, . .  •, n l ,  k2 = 1,. . . ,  n~, k3 = 1, • • ., n3), 
u(n2) u(ns) u (n~) ® ® and the corresponding eigenvectors are k, ks ks • 
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Figure 1. Oetahedron operator. 
Figure 2. Cubo-octahedron perator. 
Figure 3. Hexahedron operator. 
In order to get a better approximation for the Laplacian operator, let us introduce the cubo- 
octohedron operator (Figure 2) 
(~'llOplp2p3 ~ Wpl + l,p2+ l,p a "I- Wpl + l ,p2-1,p 3 -t- Wp~-  l,p2+ l,p3 "Jr Wpx - l ,p2-1,p 3 
"1- Wpl +1,p2,p3+ l -t- Wpl + l ,p2,pa-1 -t- Wpl-1,p2,p3+ l 
n t- Wp l - l ,p2 ,p3-1  -t- Wpl ,p2+l,p3+l -'1- Wpl ,p` ,+l ,ps-  1 
-b Wpl ,p`, - 1,pa+ 1+ Wpl ,P2-1,pa- 1-- 12Wplp2p3 
and the hexahedron operator (Figure 3) 
['-]Wpx p`, p 3 --~ Wpl + l,p`, + l,p3-b l -}- Wpl + l,p`, + l,p3-- 1 -~ Wpl + l,p2--1,p3 + l "~ Wpl + l ,p2_ l ,pa_ 1 
-}- Wpx _ l,p`,.l, l,p3.}. 1 "Jr- Wpl _ l,p`, + l,p3-- 1 -t- Wpl -- l,p`,_ l,p3+ l
"Jr- Wp l_  l ,p2_ l ,p3_ 1 ~ 8Wplp2p3 . 
It can be shown that the linear combination 
will lead to the system Mw = h2g, where the order of the accuracy is O(h 6) and 
1 I M = A m ® In2 @ In3 + In1 @ An2 @ In3 + Ina ® In2 ~ An~ - ~{ nx ® An,, @ An3 
+ Ana @ In`, ® An3 + An1 ® An2 ® Ins} + ~0Anl ® An, ® Ans. 
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Since M turned out to be a triple Kronecker polynomial, the eigenvalues are 
)~(na) 1 f ),(nl)),(na) _t_ ~(n2)x(na) x(na)),(nl)'l, 1 ),(nl)),(n2)),(na) 
A(m)k~ ~-a- A( n2)k~ + k~ - "~ "("k~ "'ks ~ "k2 "'k~ +"k2 "'k~ f+--30"k~ "'k2 "'k~ , 
and the eigenvectors 
u(n~) ~ u(n2) ® u (n3) 
kx ~ k2 k3 " 
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